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Lighthouse CORE Automation 
Realizing the value of end-to-end, unified compliance and ediscovery workflows

CORE Automation is a proprietary Lighthouse technology that drives the seamless transfer and processing of data between 
legal document analysis and review software — including our self-service ediscovery platform, Spectra, and our cross-
portfolio analytics tool, Prism.

CORE Automation is used across Lighthouse services and solutions, connecting the industry’s most sophisticated compliance 
and ediscovery software to provide a cohesive and curated client experience. So, whether clients are managing their 
matters independently on Spectra or relying on our expert services teams to support a case, their data is being defensibly, 
intelligently managed by CORE Automation.

HOW IT WORKS
CORE Automation orchestrates the integration of industry-leading discovery applications such as Nuix, Relativity, and 
Brainspace by automating key technical operations while transferring case data between tools, and efficiently restructuring  
it to align with the required formats of each tool.

THE BENEFITS AND VALUE OF CORE AUTOMATION
More efficient, defensible case data management — even at scale. Even working with large data volumes is fast and 
frictionless with CORE Automation.

Eliminate error-prone, time-consuming data interaction. The data processing technology automatically applies best 
practices and safeguards as data is processed and prepared for culling, searching, and review, reducing the likelihood of 
human error.

Streamlined self-service ediscovery on Spectra. For Lighthouse clients independently managing ediscovery on Spectra, 
CORE Automation streamlines workflows — providing users with access to key features of the industry’s most capable 
ediscovery tools in an intuitive, simplified experience.

Rapid data processing through parallelization. The task-based design and intelligent queue-management layer of CORE 
Automation allows for the management and processing of multiple data volumes within a single matter — in parallel and 
simultaneously — reducing the time required to move through processing to document review.

Effortlessly apply powerful filtering options. CORE Automation can be easily configured to apply additional filtering 
options to case data, such as NIST and system file removal. On Spectra, users can activate these processing options in  
just one click, with the ability to modify the settings for each matter or ingested data volume.

Interested in discussing how CORE Automation and other proprietary Lighthouse technologies can help your legal team get 
more done with the budget, people, and time you have? Let our legal technology experts demonstrate what’s possible.

Contact us at LighthouseGlobal.com, email us at info@LighthouseGlobal.com, or call us directly at 206-223-9690.
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